Dnyansagar Coaching Classes, A’nagar
Std. -7th (mm/semi)
Sub- English
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First Term Exam
(Unit 1 & 2)

Time - 3 hr
Max Marks - 80

Read the following passage and answer the following questions.
And what if they don’t? And there are many like them,” said Niyati. “I
have an idea,” said Soli, “Let some of the students work as our Searchlights.’
They will visit us at home, talk to use every day to see that we study.”
“And what if we have difficulties?” asked Nilesh.
“Let us also have ‘Study Guards’ like Niyati who will help us out of our
difficulties.”
“That’s a great idea,” said Sunil. “Let’s have Study Guards for every subject.” It didn’t take very long to identify the SL’s and SV’s. We put the PoA in
motion immediately. We did this without getting any of the teachers in on the
secret. We wanted to give Mrs. Desai a surprise. But she is really too good. She
spotted the change with a week.
Answer in one sentences.
i)
Who had a idea of ‘Search lights’?
ii) Who would help the students out of their difficulties?
iii) Who had to give Mrs. Desai a surprise?
iv) Write the long form of ‘PoA’?
v) Write the short form of ‘Search lights’?
How did the students start their plan of action? Why?
Write the following words in Marathi.
i)
‘Study Gurard’ ii) Put in motion iii) Spotted Read the following passage and answer the following questions.
The dead sea is actually a huge lake or inlant sea in the Jordan Valley on
the Israel-Jordan border. The lake or sea is extremely salty - five times as salty
as the other oceasn in the world. Nothing can survive in this salty lake, except
for some micro-organisms. No plants or animals grow in it or can live in it hence te strange name, “Dead sea!’
The sores of the world’s saltiest body of water also mark the lowest point
on the Earth’s land surface. It is nearly 400 metres below sea level. In other
words, the surface of this inland lake or sea is itself 400 metres below sea
level. The Dead Sea measures 79 kilometres in length and is up to sixteen
kilometres wide at its widest. It is nearly 400 metres deep in the north but very
shallow towards the south.
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Answer in one sentences.
i)
Where is the Dead Sea?
ii) How is the lake?
iii) Who are the only survivors in the Dead Sea?
iv) What are the length and width of the Dead sea?
v) How deep is the surface of the Dead Sea?
Describe The Dead Sea in short
Match the following.
A
B
i)
Huge
a)
point
ii) Lowest
b)
name
iii) Strange
c)
lake
Read the following passage and answer the following questions.
Here are some of the things that will help you to understand the speaker
better :
You ca ntry to guess the meaning of some new or unfamiliar words.
Try to keep listening even when you feel that you do not understand the speaker,
or that you disagree with the speaker. Wait for the speaker to finish what he is
saying.
Do not feel shy or afriad to ask questions, if you do not understand. Pu the
questions to the speaker politely.
Sometimes, it helps to note down important words or points even as you listen.
Lastly, it also helps to keep thinking about what you heard.
Answer in one sentences.
i)
When should you asked the question?
ii) How should you ask the question?
iii) What should we note down even as we listen?
iv) Who wait for the speaker to finish what he is saying?
What the these people called. (`m bmoH$m§Zm H$m` ~mobdVmV?)
i)
One who speaks.
ii) One who listens.
iii) One who reads.
Write from the passage opposite of the following. ({déÕmWu eãX {bhm)
i)
familiar x
ii) agree x
iii) begin x
iv) rudely x
v) answer x
vi) shy x
Read the following stanza carefully and give answer the following questions.
When I was just a little seed,”
Said the tall and shady tree,
‘From the earth I first peeped out
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And leaves and stems
Began to sprout
Big and strong, now, I have grown,
Facing storms, all on my own.
Fresh air and food and shade I give,
Helping man and beast to live.”
Answer in one sentences.
i)
What was the tree before it became a tall shady tree?
ii) How has the tree grown now?
iii) What does the tree give?
Write rhyming pairs in the poem.
Read the following stanza carefully and give answer the following questions.
Bright-eyed little blossoms,
Growing by the way,
Look up as we pass them
Laughingly to say :
‘So the shower has caught you
And escape is vain!
Isn’t it delightful,
Running through the rain?”
‘Pitter patter,’ softly
Drip and drops around,
While a peeping sunbeam
Gilds the scented ground.
Shelter nowhere near us !
Yet we don’t complain,
For it’s so delightful
Running through the rain
Answer in one sentences.
i)
What are growing by the way?
ii) How are the rain drops?
iii) What gilds the scented ground?
Write the rhyming words from the stanza.
Complete the following table.
Present tense Past tense
Past participle
speak
-------------------------------find
--------------------------------cut
--------------------------------call
--------------------------------see
---------------------------------
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Write at least four words related to given words. (g§~§YrV eãX {bhm.)
Studies - read, mathematics, -----------------------Village life - farm, hut, --------------------Animal - lion, bird, -----------------------Home - kitchen, bed, --------------------Complete the sentences. (Imbrb dmŠ`o nyU© H$am.)
milk -----------He --------------Birds -------------There --------------Who ----------------Where ---------------Read the advertisements and give the answer given below.
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Don’t look for us
any more at :
B-25, Kailas, Morgaon.
Nandi Marg, Morgaon.
You will find us at
A-10, Sunshine Towers,
Nature Park Road,
Srishti Nagar, Morgaon.
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The best stop for gift artcles including wooden and bronze articles,
jewellery, hand-printed fabrics, bags, dresses, etc.
i)
Who is advertising?
ii) What does the advertisement tell us?
iii) Why are the words, Don’t look for us printed’ in large bold letters?
iv) What do you learn about Kalpak Handicrafts by reading this advertisements?
B) Write the plural of : (AZoH$dMZ {bhm.)
i)
king
ii)
toy
iii) man
iv) story
C) Complete the following table.
Positive
Comparative
Superlatives
Great
-------------------------------large
-------------------------------happy
-------------------------------beautiful
-------------------------------big
-------------------------------small
--------------------------------
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Fill in the blanks with correct articles, ‘a’, ‘an’ and ‘the’ in the sentences
given below. (‘a’, ‘an’ Am{U ‘the’ hr CnnXo dmnam.)
i)
He is here on ---------- important business.
ii) Lata gave me a pen. I like --------- pen.
iii) I went to ---------- hospital to see my friend.
iv) He was studying ----------- sanskrit.
v) She wrote ------------ note for her parents.
B) i)
I write letter. (Make simple past tense)
ii) He saw a snake. (Make simple future tense)
iii) It is raining. (Make simple present tense)
C) Make the sentences by using both the words in each box at least three
sentences. (any one)
i)
Mango eat
ii) Box mouse
Complete their conversation with the help of the words given in the
brackets below.
(happy, back, fine, how, friends, us)
Pandit
:
Hi! _____ are you, Raju?
Raju
:
______ ! And how are you, Pandit?
Pandit
:
How happy I am ! _______ to school again and new class,
new books, new teachers and _______.
Raju
:
Yes, Back fromt he holiday!
Pandit
:
Really very nice! Let _________ go to our new class.
Raju
:
Yes, sure. Let’s meet our old friends.
Write a composition of 8-10 sentences.
i)
My school
ii) My pet
iii) My favourite game
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